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Analysis techniques

Template-bank-based matched filtering

Markov-Chain Monte Carlo

Time-frequency analysis: 

Build a spectrogram, find tracks, estimate 
parameters 

“Cheap and dirty” 

Could be used for detections and for initial 
parameter estimates before further refinements



Time-frequency analysis

1. Construct a spectrogram

2.Find tracks in the spectrogram

3.Roughly estimate parameters from track 
shape

4.Refine parameter estimates using full 
information on track shape and power along 
tracks



Building a spectrogram
Form orthogonal A and E channels

Pick a time bin length

For each time bin, FFT the (Hanning 
windowed) data, compute power in each 
time-frequency pixel

Normalize the power by dividing by noise 
power spectral density

Add spectrograms of A + E channels



Typical spectrogram: C1B.3.2



Track search - HACR
Hierarchical Algorithm for Clusters 
and Ridges [Gair & Jones, 2006]

1. Search for ‘black pixels’, i.e., pixels with 
power greater than an upper threshold, Pup.

2. Count the number of ‘brown pixels’ (i.e., 
pixels with power greater than a lower 
threshold, Plow) in a contiguous group (a 
cluster) connected to each black pixel.

3. If a cluster has more than a threshold 
number of pixels, Np, it constitutes a 
detection.

Problem: HACR can’t find tracks that 
are visible by eye.  That’s because we 
know what to look for by eye!



Track search - CATS
Chirp-based Algorithm for 
Track Search

An EMRI track will be a 
chirp, characterized by the 
frequency and its first two 
time derivatives

Find the track in the (f, df/dt, 
d2f/dt2) space with the most 
summed power over track

Remove brightest track & 
repeat to find sidebands



CATS: Sanity Checks
Compare detected tracks with visual 
observation of spectrogram

Check if tracks have sidetracks one pixel off

Check for typical EMRI structure with 
sidebands due to orbital-plane precession

Check if track parameters are reasonable 
(e.g., f, df/dt for late track sections should be 
greater than for early track sections) 

Future thresholds will be set by choosing FAP



Rough parameter 
estimates

Harmonic separation yields radial frequency

Together with absolute frequency, this yields 
periapsis precession frequency

Sideband separation yields orbital-plane precession 
frequency

With plunge time and frequency evolution, these 
determine the intrinsic parameters: masses, spin, 
eccentricity, spin-orbit angle 

Yearly variation in power along track yields sky 
position



Sky position estimation
Estimate sky position by fitting the signal amplitude variation along 
the strongest harmonic to an approximate form [Cutler 1998] (valid 
in low-frequency limit):



Inclination estimation
Relative power in different sidebands of a given 
harmonic depends only on the spin-orbit angle 
and the inclination of SMBH spin to line of sight 

True inclination: 1.295; submitted: 1.262



Parameter refinement
Metropolis-Hastings Monte Carlo, runs on 
lists of spectrogram pixels along chirp tracks

Uses full information (e.g., relative power in 
harmonics is a function of eccentricity, 
relative power in sidebands depends on angle 
between SMBH spin and line of sight...)

Seeded with rough parameter estimates, 
single 100,000 point chain

For now, search for most likely set of 
parameters - don’t estimate PDF, FAP, etc.
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